Chinese Romanization: Pronunciation and Orthography
eryone has asked};
wo suo renshi de pengyou ~J!JT~~~Mti (all my friends);
ju wo suo zhi m~J!!T~l(as far as.! know);
you suo trgClo ~ J!!Tm: iNi (has enjoyed some improvement);
bei biaomian xianxiang suo rnfhuo 1Jt ~ pij ~ ~ J!!T ~ ~
(misled by appearances).
suo Elf is written as one unit with a following verb in a limited number of words. The following are the most common words
of this type:
su6wei J9Tim (so-called);
su6y6u J9f1if (all, every);
su6shu J9f m& (that one is affiliated with);
su6zai EfitE (place, location).

9.2.

Tense~Marking

Particles

Tense-marking particles have already been discussed in
some detail in Chapter 5~ Verbs. It was noted there that the tense
markers zhe ff (indicating an action in progress) and guo :i:t (indicating a past experience) are always written as a single unit with
the verb they follow. The particle Ie 7 (indicating a completed
action) is sometimes, but not always, 'writtenas a single unit with
its verb; This is because Ie 7 ,unlike zhe ~ andguQ :lY:, may be
separated from its verb by other elements; and also because Ie 7
itself can act as a mood particle as well as a tense particle. (For
details on Ie 7 as a mood particle, see Section 3 of chapter.)
This section is devoted to a discussion of orthography
specificallyasit relates to the tense particle Ie 7 . Three rules are
laid out to help the student master the written forms of.~his parti--437-
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1) When Ie

7 occurs in the middle of a sentence or phrase,

and immediately follows a verb or verb construction written as a
single unit, Ie 7 is written together with that verb or verb construction:
kanle yr chang dianying
-~~~(saw a movie);
taolunle xuduo wenti i~~ T if $ fiiJ Jlli (discussed many
issues);

'T

*

chlw~nle pingguQ he xiangjioo ~ 7P T ~
~ j: 1i (finished
otT the apples and bananas);
dasUe san zhT tuzi ~~T =.R~T (shot three rabbits).
2) When Ie 7 occurs in the middle of a sentence or phrase,
and follows a verb phrase written as two or more units, then Ie 7
is written separately:

~6u jinlai Ie yr wei jiangjon

*

~ 7fE

T- 1ft ~ $

(a general

came in);
shoushi hao Ie ziji de xrngli ~1ftif T ~ Ba<J~T~(gathered up
one's luggage);
dasao ganjing Ie zhe jian shof~ng .~ 1:=1 f?1t T J! IS] ~
(cleaned up the study);

m

y~njio bingjiejue Ie hu~njing wOran de wentf i!f~jf~*T
J:FjjlS~~ rl3JMi

(researched and solved the problem of environmental pollution). Note that Ie 7 here applies to both verbs, so ,
that the meaning is equivalent to y~njiole bing jiejuele iJf~ 73f
ffl{:rR: 70
3) When Ie 7 occurs at the end of a phrase sentence (that
is, iminediately before any form of punctuation), it is written
separately from other elements:

or
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Xiatian lai Ie. El;x~T (Summer is here.);
Women fangle jia Ie. Jt1111i}( T ffll To (Our vacation has begun.);
Kelian de xiaoyang, bei lang gei chidiao'le. mtt~ IJ\$., 1lt
~~P?~T
(The poor little lamb was eaten ,up by the wolf.);
Tien kuai liang Ie, women gai dongshen Ie. 7C.~~ T, ~{11
~~*To (les almost dawn; we should get moving.);
Hao, Ie, hao Ie, nimen zoi buyoo zhenglun Ie.. Pf T, YfT,
1$1n~:if~~i~ To (All right, stop arguing, aILofyou.);
NT bu shi chiguo fan Ie rna? 1$ ~ ~ "? ~ ~ T~? (Haven't
you eaten already?) Note thatle T is here treated as if-it occupied
the sentence-final position, despite the presence of another particle (rna ~ ) following it.
0

0

9.3 Mood Particles
Mood-indicating particles are used to add· various 'moods,
spirits and tones to an utterance. "Mood" includes such diverse
qualities as interrogation, request, command, ernphasis~and exclamation. Some Chinese grammatologists classify mood particles
as an independent part of speech, calling them "tt1ood words~"
Tw~ distinctive features of mood particles are their position, typically at the end of a sentence or phrase, and their ton~they are
usually read in the neutral tone.On HP, consequently, they are
never marked with tones.) The intonation of a sentence, which
in Putonghua usually rests largely on'the final syllable of an utterance, is in the case of a particle-final'sentence transferred to
the penultimate syllable.
Mood particles are always written separately from other
-439-
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